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Abstract- The same real entity which fetched from different sources, is an important step for data integration 
that means while searching we can get the same result from multiple data bases covers duplication to avoid and 
achieve integration we want to find different techniques like record matching all records matching techniques 
may fail on the results of new query to address the problem we are proposing non-supervise duplicate filtering 
(NDF), which, for a given query identify and filters the duplicate records from distributed data bases to achieve 
the above to summarising classifier and similar record machine (SRM) classifiers are help fill to iteratively 
identify the duplications so that will find the integrated data result from  distributed databases. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Today users are generally searching for data results 
so, different keywords are used to search on the web 
once user start searching with the keyword or system 
will try to get the data from more and more data bases 
which dynamically web pages in response to the 
given keywords. These data bases compose shadowed 
which estimates to contain a much larger amount of 
high quality and structured information. All web data 
bases are interacted with web servers once request is 
receives and trying to process the given request and 
back with the results intern support to connect with 
different backend data bases and fetched. 
While fetching the data we need a system that helps 
the user integrate and more importantly filter the 
common data result which results forms distributed 
data bases. It is very crucial task to filter the data 
records those refer to the same real time entity. For 
example for the same keyword two or more web 
search we can have the same result means non-
filtered data by getting the duplicates users are really 
confused and even system level high-response time 
expected. 
The problem of identifying duplicated that is, 
multiple entities are describing the same entity to 
avoid that different offline matching rules and set of 
training examples are implemented but those are help 
full  in traditional data bases environment, but in our 
dynamic distributed environment not properly 
organized and leads to fail due to two different 
reasons. 
 
1.Non full data available before hand therefore 
finding better training for data is hard to obtain. 
2. Even if you had good training rules we will have 
partial or biased part of data set will be available to 
overcome the above problems we are proposing a 
new technique called non-supervise duplicated 
filtering (NDF) for specific record filtering and to  

 
avoid the duplicates over key focus areas in this 
methods are  

a. Finding the weight of different data sets occurred 
from different data bases, compare, and if weight 
is similar marked as duplicate so discard one of 
the data set. 

b. Compare the record pairs from different sources 
as an approximate for negative training set we 
believe our results verifies duplicate records in 
universal set is usually smaller. 

3. After words we are trying to use the classifiers to 
do the above process iterative those classifiers will 
stop working once no duplicates are identifying.  
In this paper manually focus on  

a. Duplicate detection for dynamic web data 
bases. 

b. Finding the dissimilar data sets from dynamic 
web data bases. 

c. Workings with matching learning algorithm 
which learn get with no duplicates. 

The result of the paper is organized as follows: In 
section 2 related work ; Section 3 Defines duplicate 
data filter problem in dynamic web distributed data 
bases and then presents non-supervise duplicate 
filtering (NDF) method ; Section 4: Validating the 
non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) method 
through experiments on some real data sets; Section 
5: Concludes the paper. 
 
II. RELATED WORK  
 
Any data filtering methods adopt a frame work that 
generally consists of two following methods. 

I. Identifying a similarity function: Using training 
examples manually labelled duplicate measures 
over data values, prepare decision tree or SRM. 

II. Matching data: a compared function to calculate 
similarity between actual pair and load similar 
pair are if matched and identified as duplicate. 
We have many data set comparison methods like 
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standard blocking, stored neighbourhood method  
and record clustering but they are giving partial 
comparison if the data sets are into different 
blocks so will incorporate these methods in to 
non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) so that 
we can achieve the best. 

Most previous data filtering techniques are targeted at 
matching single type records but in our distributed 
data bases we have to work our multiple data sets so 
we are proposing non-supervise duplicate filtering 
(NDF) which specifically designed for distributed 
web data base which works with single and multiple 
data sets. In our non-supervise duplicate filtering 
(NDF) we will find similarity measures and 
combinations along with one class SRM and neural 
network based classifiers. 
This data comparison works most closely related to 
the non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) with two 
different techniques 
  
1.CHRISTEN METHOD AND PEBL:  
The first method performs comparison and prepares 
weight vectors for the given data those ate the 
training examples to find the match or non-matches. 
PEBL help to find web page comparison and finding 
negative examples until non-similarity. 
 
III. DUPLICATE FILTERING WITH NON-
SUPERVISE DUPLICATE FILTERING (NDF) 
 
This section divides into five sub-sections and they 
are described as  

i. Detection filtering in distributed web data bases 
the problem statement. 

ii. Non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) 
algorithm overview. 

iii. Weight filters classifiers. 
iv. SRM classifiers. 
v. Brief description about our experiment to find 

similarity measures. 
 

3.1: Problem definition  
While searching distributed web data base we can 
have different set of data points from different data 
bases and catch data point may have different set of 
fields and attributes so there may be a possibility of 
potential duplicates from either data sources so our 
task is to find the matching status that is duplicates or 
non-duplicates. 
 
3.2: non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) 
algorithm overview: 
To this problem we have different intuitive solutions 
which work only on positive or negative examples for 
one classifier but our proposed method will provide 
set of vectors iteratively and during the iteration we 
are working with two classifiers which give more 
accurate hypothesis just by working different 
characteristics. 

The overall non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) 
algorithm work with two classifiers intended finds 
duplicate vectors sets iteratively this algorithm starts 
working with negative example set used as 
parameters for classifiers one it will works to find set 
of duplicate vectors. If there is no duplicate it’s stop 
working. 
Now classifiers two start working to update both 
positive example if some thin is identical delete the 
corresponding and this process stops when no 
duplicates are identified. 
 
3.3: Weight filter classifiers 
This classifiers plays an important role as it is finding 
duplicate vectors if no positive examples available in 
the beginning after all iterations it’s suppose to 
cooperate with other classifier to identify the new 
duplicates. 
Generally will combine the values of each component 
in similarity vector of two different sources so that 
the corresponding weight helps us to filter the 
similarity The similarity will be evaluated as  
sim(d1,d2)=∑ 푤푒푖푔ℎ푡 − 푣푒푐푡표푟푠푒푡 
 
3.4: SRM classifiers 
This is help full to do the task we should have the 
following characteristics  

I. Should not be sensitive to the relative size of 
positive and negative examples.  

II. This classifiers works well with limited 
training examples and it will satisfy all our 
desired requirements and useful to work with 
non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) 
because we are working with linear and 
distributed online data bases. 

 
3.5: Similarity measurements 
Here the similarity measures is adopted and defined 
as given two string s1 and s2 divide in to tokens 
comparing one token of s1 with others including first 
character to the sub string and even to the 
abbreviation part. So that will get the similarity 
measures value in between 0 to 1.Zero resulted as 
duplicate and one it is identical. 
 
IV. PROPOSAL VALIDATION FOR THE REAL 
DATA SETS 
 
It majorly focuses in three different steps.  

I. Validating the non-supervise duplicate 
filtering (NDF) with some set of data sets: 
split the data sets into multiple distinct holds 
with respective to the different criteria’s 
with that criteria’s will find comparing with 
a given data sets then it leads to the 
distributed web data base filtering scenarios. 

II. Now will form the evaluation metric which 
helps to know iterative need or presentation 
values with those we can find quality of data 
comparison. With the given formulas. 
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Quality value=2-preacious-iteration need/ precious +   
iterative need. 

III. Result: generally the resulted value is low 
precious value or negative hold in our 
distributed data bases. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Data filtering is an important set in data integration 
and most state of art methods are based on the offline 
learning techniques but offline techniques are not 
greatly helpful in distributed data bases system here 
we are working with dynamic data sources means no 
pre-predicted learning techniques to overcome the 
above problem we propose non-supervise duplicate 
filtering (NDF) with two different classifiers, learning 
technique mechanism SRM, are used co-ordinately to 
find potential similar data pairs our experimental plan 
shows our approach is comparable to the existing 
scenarios which needs training examples so we are 
proposing non-supervise duplicate filtering (NDF) 
with the above classifiers gives the best possible 
result of distributed web data bases.  
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